From the Quarters to Lincoln Heights
A Documentary By Mark Oliver

Date: Tuesday, Feb. 5th | Time: 7:30pm | Location: Ayers Hall 120

The documentary “From the Quarters to Lincoln Heights” has been featured at numerous film festivals and won Best Film on the Black Experience/Marginalized People XXVI Black International Cinema Festival Berlin, Germany. It tells the story of how African Americans came to root themselves in seemingly unlikely places—the small northern California towns of Weed, McCloud, Mt. Shasta and Dunsmuir. Migrating from the southern US in the 1920s to work in some of the world’s largest lumber mills, African Americans thrived in these multi-racial rural towns. This film will present this little known history revealing the early inter-racial relationships that existed in Northern California.

For more information, please call the Office of Diversity and Inclusion at 530-898-4764 or diversityoffice@csuchico.edu